
Is a revival in risk assets the most likely 
outcome for 2023? The tandem sell-

 

unprecedented.  Following such a 
dislocation, investors might expect  
a recovery ahead. Much will depend, 

interest rates and the severity of an 

caution is warranted, there could 

Key takeaways

– 
we think markets still underestimate where rates may end up.

– 

– 
moving eventually into investment-grade credit.

– 

The shift we are seeing in markets feels momentous. Money has a cost again and there may be 

think potential opportunities may emerge for investors in 2023.

but consider planning for the recovery

 
ready for reset

 

Stocks and Bonds are Falling in Lockstep at Pace 
Unseen in Decades
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external factors have an important 
role to play in explaining the highest 

economy adjusts to a normalisation of 

may feel strange after a prolonged 
period of low interest rates.

Structural forces are accentuating 
 

had originally considered the rise  
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will ultimately trigger a downturn.

– Europe will likely fall into recession 

its strong dependency on imported 
oil and gas, which have risen sharply 
in price. 

– 
the structural housing market 

defended during his speech at 
the Communist Party Congress in 

2

headwind for the prices of risk assets 

would trough during the first half 
of the recession once investors can 
start to see signs of recovery ahead. 
The same applies to the relative 
performance of spread products 

pension fund crisis, related to the 
surge in the country’s government 

asset markets. 

Market overshoot may set the stage 
for a potential rebound in bonds  
and equities

rather cautiously positioned in our 
funds for now. But we expect to see 
potential opportunities to re-enter 

course of 2023. Turning points to 

– 

market expectations for rate rises 

(see Exhibit 1). Typically, this 
happens towards the end of  
a tightening cycle.

we’ve long argued structural forces 

– The excessive monetary stimulus 

crisis stimulated demand for goods 
and services and was not unwound 

– 

 

– Several structural factors are 
 

climate change.

Have markets fully repriced policy 

Since recognising the urgent need 
for policy tightening, the US Federal 
Reserve has raised rates at the fastest 
pace in more than three decades.  
All other major developed-market 

increases has constantly surprised 
markets, and we think they still 
underestimate where rates will end 

 

– 
federal funds rate will likely rise well 

level at which monetary policy 
is neither accommodative nor 
restrictive. Based on our view of a 

– 

than markets expect. 

– 

China is sticking to its ‘zero Covid’ policy

pressure will remain in place in the 

– 
and any impending recessionary 

policy tightening once a recession 
starts. Still, given the recent rhetoric 

governments use to alleviate the 
impact of recession will likely have  

 
policy tightening.

provide headwinds for risk assets 
down the road

Given that the unremitting trajectory 
of monetary policy is likely not yet 

risk assets to remain in stormy 
waters. Even though valuations have 

unattractively priced. An important 

economy. That way, the US central 

policy are two important reasons why 

– 
into recession in 2023. A strong 

the economy from a so-called 
hard landing (ie, a more severe 

rates) will drag on the economy. 

slowdown in corporate earnings 

Macro view
(continued)



Exhibit 1: markets are now pricing in notably higher global policy rates
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end of their tightening cycles, the sharp appreciation  

 
are unhelpful.

and currency volatility

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fixed Income

previously anticipated, although as economies slow down, 

But tail risks still lurk. Markets may have misjudged monetary 

dominant feature of the months ahead.

– Investor pessimism tends to reach 
its nadir during a recession. Then 

investors overcome their concerns 

securities higher.

– The current rising market volatility 

for active investors to identify 
 

and our CIOs explore those 

Macro view
(continued)



 
but are still high
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See the disclosure at the end of the document for the underlying index proxies and important risk considerations. Investors cannot invest directly 
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Fixed-income strategy
(continued)

risk in portfolios (see Exhibit 2

– Considering the inherent macro uncertainty at this point 

aggressively increase outright duration or credit risk.

– 

may not help much to dampen portfolio volatility as the 

shocks from the repricing of terminal short-term rates.

– 

can help minimise rate, spread and currency volatility. 

performance costs associated with these hedging strategies.

– Floating-rate notes are another way to add exposure to 

 

more conducive to tactical and relative-value positioning, 

cross-asset spread moves across the yield-curve spectrum.

of greater divergence in monetary policy expectations. 
 

the yield curve, and terminal interest-rate expectations  
 

to the perceived neutral rate.

Watch for unorthodox outcomes

 

The gilt market turmoil raised another, more unorthodox, 

 

turn and the full impact of falling consumer demand on 
corporate sectors has started to show only recently. Market 

suggesting that three months into a recession provides a 
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– 

caps to avert a cost-of-living crunch.

Fixed-income strategy
(continued)

2022 saw the fastest tightening of 

expectations. Markets took some time 
to appreciate how aggressive policy 

measures taken are already helping 

for capital markets in 2023.

Given its relative economic strength 
and energy resilience, the US has the 

monetary tightening than some 
other countries. Such a strong dose 

to sharply suppress demand, increase 
the recession risk, and create stresses 
in currency markets and elsewhere.

outlook grow more divergent, with China 
experiencing slow growth and low 

structural dependency on Russian gas.

demographic shifts may raise costs 

The future ecosystem for capital 

from the one that has prevailed 

manufacturing power to the world 
or the smooth transfer of technology 

new challenges. Other geopolitical 

including China’s evolution towards 
a major third phase of its modern 
development, where it hopes to 

 
redesigned along trust lines and 
onshoring is increasingly common. 

 
technology sector, which is creating 

call “digital Darwinism”. All these 

additional frictional costs and put  

In addition, the path towards a 

than in the past decade in a “new old 
normal” where money has a cost again.

2023 could be an opportunity to 
position portfolios for the long term
Investors might want to look out for 

– Prepare for the potential equity 
market turnaround: in the short 
term, we are approaching the point 

 

 
to the “new old normal”

economic activity will start to lean 

–  
corporate earnings expectations 
(see Exhibit 3) still need to come 

environment, rising inventories, 
increasing input costs and rates, and 
a stronger US dollar. Furthermore, 
expectations need to adjust to a 
world in which money has a cost 

threshold for the return on capital 
employed must rise. Ultimately, this 
development is healthy and may 

for some.

– See volatility as a potential 
opportunity: regime shifts tend 

creating an environment for active 
stock pickers rather than passive 
investments. Amid volatility in 
2023, investors should explore 
opportunities to position portfolios 
for the long term. First, consider 
anchoring portfolios with 

Virginie Maisonneuve

– 

income cushion and potentially attractive long-term 
returns. But such assets may pose greater volatility  
and default-rate risks, so active management is key.

policy rates and the fallout for growth. Our outlook continues 

a view to reducing this underweight gradually through higher- 
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low-volatility multi-factor strategies 

opportunities as well as income. 
Finally, consider high-conviction 
thematics around key pillars such as 
national security (eg, food, energy, 

resilience and innovation (eg, AI) 

International Energy Agency (IEA), 

in clean energy worldwide to  

3 Accordingly, the 
investment landscape is forecast 
to shift from one that is focused 
on commodities like oil and gas to 

the world has never experienced an 
energy transformation on this scale.

– Watch for key signals: in addition to 

we see three important signals to 

the US Federal Reserve might 

unfolding energy crisis, and iii) the  
adjustments that China makes to 
policy following the National People’s 
Congress in March 2023 and the 
growth model the country adopts.

 

(continued)

Asset expert group sees a light  
at the end of the tunnel, starting  

– 

opportunities and start to appear 
attractive for investors seeking 
longer-term expected returns. 

correlation of underperformance. 

market expectations for longer-term 

And it is clear the US Federal Reserve 

to weaken demand. But our Multi 

 

Multi-asset strategy:  
potential safe havens emerge 

repeat of the historical pattern of 

comes down from high levels. 

– 
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value challenge 
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shows

recession, which we expect in the US 

the case if the US Federal Reserve 
continues, as expected, to aggressively 
tighten its monetary policy.

despite a recessionary environment 
Relatively speaking, we tactically prefer  

 
of carry and valuation preferences (see 
Exhibit 4). From a sector perspective,  

resilient than many investors had 
expected, particularly in the energy 
sector. A recessionary environment 
is usually not optimal for the asset 

– 
to last well into 2023.

– 
like fracking over recent years.

– 
help gas prices.

– 
inclined to have a higher-for-longer 

notwithstanding US pressure on 
.

 
the dollar steadies
A key factor for the months to come 

could appreciate further as research 
indicates that currencies sometimes 
overshoot their fair value for longer 
periods. Its main support comes from 
a relative terms of trade advantage. 

prices, the strong US dollar could 
 

for some weaker emerging markets. 
The International Monetary Fund’s 
lending has already reached USD 

5

wake of higher interest rates, elevated 

economic slowdown. 

For longer-term investors, we think 

Overall, our multi-asset outlook favours 

positioning as investors manage  
 

to a recessionary environment.

And investor surveys  indicate 
record-high cash levels on the side 
lines. Some long-term investors could 

– 

particularly the case in Europe, given 
the recessionary fears resulting from 
the surge in energy prices. Credit 
spreads may widen further and 

 

.

Timing equity market re-entry is 
dependent on a recession

– Earnings expectations remain 
relatively high, especially in the US, 
and we think there is scope for them 
to come down. 

– 

from a longer and deeper recession 
than is likely in the US. It will take 
another round of market weakness 
for our Multi Asset team to justify a 
more constructive stance. 

Multi-asset strategy
(continued)
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of the driving. Investors everywhere feel like passengers on 

anticipate the Fed’s next move. But while it’s important to 

– The US economy is still humming along, and economic 
resilience is good for consumers and corporations. 

and
Markets might react poorly if the Fed holds steady even 

–  

justify a rate cut) and corporate earnings are poised to 
contract. These ultimately healthy developments could 
set up the next phase of the cycle and help limit the 

– 

– Corporate profit margins have room to come down, 
even if the financial markets won’t like it. Following 
the recent compression of price-to-earnings (P/E) 

economic downside.

– 

the market’s volatility. 

Top ideas for 2023: higher-quality income streams and 

Exhibit 5). 

 
could signal cresting volatility

Matt Toms

Voya Investment 
Management

Exhibit 5: there’s a silver lining for bond investors: more yield for less risk 
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their yields higher, while their shorter durations make  
them less volatile. Investors should note that investing in  

(continued)
earnings streams, while small caps are trading at a discount 

conditions unwind. Of course, any investment in stocks can 

in value more than large caps. Looking outside the US, 
other regions appear less attractive when compared with 
the US’s relative economic strength, even at depressed 
valuation multiples. 
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